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**Introduction**

The meeting will evaluate several medical aspects of human life from an interdisciplinary perspective, specifically focusing on gender differences. The conference will examine the influence of lifestyle and age on gender aspects throughout life, from childhood to old age. A further objective will be to discuss gender differences in addiction. This has traditionally been considered a male problem, but the most recent studies demonstrate, at least in western countries, that both alcoholism and tobacco dependence are rapidly increasing in women - and even more alarmingly, in young women. There is thus a need for new preventive and therapeutic strategies to fully address addiction in both genders.

The conference will also evaluate new advances in therapeutic approaches to cardiovascular disease as well as diabetes mellitus and obesity, the new pandemia of the third millennium, in both men and women. New approaches to gender research in both preclinical and clinical studies are urgently required to address new health needs in both genders, in order to expand therapeutic aspects and improve individual quality of life as well as healthcare sustainability. Finally, the meeting will discuss ongoing national and international processes in gender medicine and the future of gender medicine itself, through the intersection of gender with independent factors such as age and lifestyle.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Meeting venue
The meeting will take place at “Palazzo Viceconte”.
Via San Potito, 7 – 75100 Matera (Italy)
Phone: +39 0835 330699 – Fax: +39 0835 334141

Registration hours
The registration Desk will be open during the following hours:
Thursday, April 14: 01.30 p.m. to 07.00 p.m.
Friday, April 15: 07.45 a.m. to 06.00 p.m.
Saturday, April 16: 07.45 a.m. to 01.00 p.m.

Official language
English. Simultaneous translation will not be provided.

Registrations
No registration fee is required to attend the conference. Please return the registration form to:
AVEC S.r.l. - Incentive Paintings - Angela Volpe / Claudia Cislaghi
Via Lavoratori Autobianchi, 1 - c/o polo tecnologico Brianza - edificio 9 - ufficio 14
20832 Desio (MB, Italy)
Phone: +39 0362 581579 – Fax: +39 0362 1860074
E-mail: angela.volpe@avec-eventi.com / claudia.cislaghi@avec-eventi.com

Congress website

CME Accreditation
The application for CME accreditation has been submitted for Italian physicians.
The CME credits will be awarded only after full attendance of all sessions.
Completion of the registration Form, the learning & assessment questionnaires are compulsory.

European Accreditation
An application has been submitted to the EACCME for CME accreditation of this event.

Technical facilities
A Slide center with pcs (Windows and Macintosh operating systems) will be available for Speakers to
preview and finalize their presentations.
Speakers are kindly requested to submit their presentations on USB flash drive to the Slide center
technicians at least one hour before their talks.

Slide Centre opening hours:
Thursday, April 14: 01.30 p.m. to 07.00 p.m.
Friday, April 15: 07.45 a.m. to 06.00 p.m.
Saturday, April 16: 07.45 a.m. to 01.00 p.m.

Lunches and coffee breaks
Lunches and coffee breaks will be provided within the conference premises.

Abstracts book
The participants will receive the abstracts Book at the conference.

Attendance certificate
The attendance certificate will be issued at the accreditation desk following full attendance at the
conference.
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RE: Informative note pursuant to art. 13 of Legislative Decree 196/2003

Dear Client, this is to inform you that the processing of your personal data will be carried out in our company in full compliance with Law /2003. As established by this law, the processing will be based on the principles of correctness, lawfulness and transparency in order to protect your confidentiality and rights.

1) Pursuant to art. 13 we inform you that the data collected will be used for the following purposes:
   a. Organization of events, travel incentives, congresses and conventions: performance of bureaucratic procedures, reservation of tickets for transport, hotels, tourist services; organisational logistics, etc., and/or performance of accreditation procedures (ECM);
   b. Taxation and accounting obligations;
   c. Operational and managerial requirements;
   d. Possible forwarding of informative and promotional material relating to our sector in printed form or electronically.

2) For data required to fulfil obligations envisaged by law, regulations and Community legislation or provisions issued by legally empowered authorities and vigilance and control bodies, and to perform our business activities and fulfil our accounting, taxation and corporate organisational obligations, we are not required to obtain your consent and failure to provide such data will make it impossible to continue the relationship to the extent that said data are necessary for performance of the same. The purchase of products and services marketed by AVEC SRL enables the latter to forward informative, advertising and promotional material relating to its sector of expertise in compliance with the methods indicated in point 1/d), pursuant to art. 130 subsection 4 of Legislative Decree 196/2003 and point 6 of the provision 'Simplification of certain requirements in the public and private domain concerning data processing for administrative and accounting purposes' - 19 June 2008 GazzettaUfficiale (Official Bulletin) no. 152 dated 1 July 2008. Should you decide to object to the processing operations for commercial purposes, said refusal/objection will not have any consequences of any kind. The providing of personal data in order to receive advertising and informative material relating to our area of expertise either in printed form or electronically is entirely optional. Should you decide to object to the processing operations for commercial purposes, said refusal/objection will not have any consequences of any kind.

3) The personal data are processed by the persons in charge who are assigned to said processing in order to ensure correct fulfilment of the purposes indicated in point 1) via electronic instruments and printed files, also via use of safety measures aimed at guaranteeing the confidentiality of the personal data and preventing undue access by unauthorised subjects. Said data will not be subject to disclosure. Data may be disclosed to the following subjects in their capacity as autonomous data processing controllers and/or in charge of external processing:
   - accountants for bookkeeping and taxation obligations;
   - attorneys for legal assistance for contractual purposes and management of litigation;
   - entities/companies which collaborate with our company in the various sectors, for reasons strictly connected to the purposes set forth in point 1;
   - banks and credit institutions.

You may contact the processing controller and persons in charge in order to exercise your rights as set forth in article 7 of Legislative Decree no. 196/2003, that is, the confirmation of the existence or otherwise of the data concerning you, the erasure, anonymization and blocking of data that has been processed unlawfully, the updating, rectifying or integrating of data, certification to the effect that the operations have been notified to the entities to whom or which said data were communicated or disseminated. The right to object to the processing of personal data for the commercial purposes set forth in point 1 d), where it is carried out via automated contact means, shall also be extended to traditional means without prejudice to the possibility for the interested party to exercise this right in part, pursuant to art. 7, subsection 4, letter b), of the Code, that is, by only objecting for example to the sending of promotional communications with the help of automated means. All requests may be forwarded by email to: info@avec-eventi.com by phone to: 0362/581579, or by fax to 0362/1860074.
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Avec and Fondazione Internazionale Menarini, as data controllers may avail itself, to carry out any of the following procedures: press releases, communications to clients, data processing and computer-based consultation. The data can be communicated to scientific associations, public or private agencies related to CME, financial and banking intermediaries, as well as companies participating to the event with promotional functions compatible with the purposes for which the data have been collected.

The provision of your personal data for purposes related to your participation to the congress, including the publishing of images, is obligatory, but refusal will prevent your participation to the congress. Otherwise, said provision aimed at sending free documentation for other initiatives of Fondazione Internazionale Menarini or Avec is optional, but refusal will not allow you to be informed on future training events conducted by us.
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I have read the above data protection notice and I agree with its terms.
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